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Abstract
Finite element method (FEM) has been a very powerful tool to solve
many complex problems in eIectromagnetics. The goal of the current
research at the Langley Research Center is to develop a combined
FEM/method of moments approach to three-dimensional scattering/
radiation problem for objects with arbitrary shape and filled with complex
materials. As a first step toward that goal, an exercise is taken to
establish the power of FEM, through closed boundary problems. This
paper demonstrates the development of FEM tools for two- and three-
dimensional eigenvaIue problems in electromagnetics. In section 2,
both the scalar and vector finite elements have been used for various
waveguide problems to demonstrate the flexibility of FEM. In section 3,
vector finite element method has been extended to three-dimensional
eigenvalue problems.
1. Introduction
The finite element method (FEM) has been
widely used as an analysis and design tool in many
engineering disciplines like structures and computa-
tional fluid mechanics. Though FEM has been ap-
plied to electromagnetic problems, it was mainly con-
fined to electrical machines and magnetics (ref. 1).
In the past 20 years there has been a great inter-
est in application of this method to microwave com-
ponents such as waveguides and antennas. But for
many years, its use has been restricted because of the
so-called spurious solutions in vector finite elements
(ref. 2). Very recently, the "edge elements" have been
employed successfully for vector formulations with-
out resulting in "spurious solutions." In the recent
past, use of these edge elements in FEM has revived
an interest in applying FEM to microwave engineer-
ing problems (ref. 3). This in combination with the
advances in computer hardware and software helped
to make FEM an attractive tool for electromagnet-
ics. Also, there are a variety of commercial geomet-
rical modelling tools to accurately model any three-
dimensional geometry and to generate the required
mesh with any kind of elements such as triangles and
tetrahedrals (refs. 4 and 5).
In this paper, the FEM tools for analyzing eigen-
value problems in electromagnetics have been de-
scribed. This paper is divided into two parts: sec-
tion 2 deals with the two-dimensional problems;
section 3, with the three-dimensional problems.
Throughout this paper triangular elements are used
for modelling two-dimensional problems and tetra-
hedrals are used to model the three-dimensional
problems.
In section 2.1, a scalar FEM formulation is used
for two-dimensional arbitrarily shaped waveguides.
Triangular elements with nodal basis functions are
used to formulate the FEM matrices. The eigen-
values for different types of waveguides are obtained
and the field intensity plots are presented for various
waveguide modes.
In section 2.2, a vector FEM is introduced with
two-dimensional edge elements for analyzing in-
homogeneous waveguides. For the sake of clarity in
formulation, section 2.2 is divided into four sections.
Section 2.2.1 gives the solution of homogeneous wave-
guide problem with two-component transverse vector
fields. Section 2.2.2 gives the calculation of eigen-
values for inhomogeneous waveguides using the three-
component vector fields. Combination of edge and
nodal basis functions have been used for transverse
and longitudinal field components, respectively. Sec-
tions 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 extend the formulation in sec-
tion 2.2.2 to determine either the wave number or
the propagation constant for inhomogeneously filled
waveguides when one of them is specified.
In section 3.1, formulation for three-dimensional
vector FEM is described. Edge basis functions for
tetrahedral elements are introduced to formulate fi-
nite element matrices for three-dimensional cavities
filled with inhomogeneous material.
In sections 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1, numerical examples
are presented to show the validity of the analysis and
the computer programs developed. For all the ex-
amples, FEM results in good accuracy. All the nu-
merical examples have been checked for numerical
convergence. By virtue of FEM, the computer codes
presented in this paper can handle any arbitrarily
shaped geometries filled with inhomogeneous mate-
rials, unless otherwise mentioned.
2. Two-Dimensional Problems
2.1. Homogeneous Waveguides--Scalar
Formulation
This section deals with the solution of two-
dimensional waveguide problems with closed bound-
aries using the Galerkin finite element method. The
wave equation is solved for a generalized prob-
lem with nodal-based first-order triangular elements
(ref. 1). Finite element matrices are derived and a
computer program to calculate the eigenvalues and
electric field distributions is presented.
2.1.1. Formulation
The scalar potential function ¢ satisfies the
Helmholtz equation with wave number kc
2 k_¢ 0v,¢ + = (1)
within and on the boundary dF indicated in figure 1.
This is the "strong" form of the scalar Helmholtz
equation. In the strong form, the unknown appears
within a second-order differential operator. To make
the equation suitable for a numerical solution, it can
be converted into the "weak" form by multiplying
both sides with a testing function Ts and integrating
over the surface F; that is,
F
The first term in equation (2) can be written as
F F
(3)
The following vector identities can be used to modify
equation (3):
vt-[T,(Vt¢)] = V_T,. Vt¢+ T_(Vt. V_¢) (4)
and
/Vt • Vie ds = / Vtg)- n dl (5)
F dF
where _ is the unit normal along the boundary dF.
Equation (2) can now be written as
F F
f 0¢
= ! T_ dl
./
dF
(6)
where O¢/On is the normal derivative of ¢ along
the boundary dF. The term on the right-hand side
vanishes as Ts vanishes on the PEC boundary for the
TM case and O¢/On vanishes at the boundary for the
TE case. Hence equation (6) can be written as
f (VtTs" Vt¢) ds --- k2cf f TsCds
F F
(7)
2.1.2. Discretization
The problem region is discretized with the first-
order triangular elements. Within the triangular ele-
ment given in figure 2, ¢ is adequately approximated
by the expression (ref. 1)
¢ = a + bz + cy (S)
The solution is piecewise planar but continuous
everywhere. At the vertices 1, 2, and 3, the potential
can be expressed as
¢1 = a + bxl + cyl (9)
¢2 -- a + bx2 + cy2 (10)
¢3 = a + bx3 + cy3 (11)
rl
x
Y
Figure 1. Geometry of problem.
1
(x2,v2)
(x3,y3)
ram.
x
Figure 2. Single triangular element.
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From equations (9), (10), and (11), the coefficients
a, b, and c are evaluated as
I!][1xlyi]1[ 1]= 1 x2 Y2 _b2
1 x3 Y3 ¢3
(12)
Hence, equation (8) can be rewritten by substituting
for a, b, and c
[!] [1xly111[ 1]_-----[1 x y] =[1 x Yl 1 x2 Y2 _2
1 x3 Y3 ¢3
(13)
Equation (13) can be written as
3
¢ = _ ¢i_i(x, y) (14)
i=1
where ai(x, y) is given by
_/(z, y) = 2_ (ai + bix + _y) (i = 1, 2,3) (15)
and ai, bi, and ci are given by
ai = xjy k - xky j (16)
bi -- yj - Yk (17)
= _k - xj (18)
where i, j, and k are cyclical; that is (i = 1, j = 2,
k-- 3), (i = 2, j = 3, k = 1) and (i = 3, j = 1,
k = 2), and A is given by
1 Xl Yl l
1 1 x2 Y2 (19)A=_
1 x3 Y3
Using the testing function (as per Galerkin's tech-
nique (ref. 1)),
Ts = aj (x, y) (j = 1, 2, 3) (20)
and the element representation in equation (14), the
left-hand side of equation (7) can be evaluated over
a single element as
/(VtTs • Vt_) dx dy
A
3
= E _pi//(Vtai - Vtaj) dx dy
i=] A
(j = 1,2, 3) (21)
and the right-hand side as
3
//TsCdxdy--Z_Pi//oqo_jdxdy (j = 1,2,3)
A i=l A
(22)
Hence for each element, equation (7) becomes
3
Z ff(w , ey
i=1 A
3
i=1 A
(j = 1, 2, 3) (23)
And this can be written in a matrix form as
[Sell [¢] = kc2 [Tel ][¢] (24)
where
[Sell = f /(Vai • Vaj) dxdy
A
[Tel ] =//(oqaj) dx dy
A
Vai = Oai_ Oai^
Ox + --_-yY
Prom equation (15), Vai can be written as
(25)
(26)
(27)
1
Vai = -_(bi_ + ci_) (28)
and hence,
r v_l . V_I VOw1 " _7Oz2 V_I ' _3 ]
[w,. wjl : (29)
k Vow3-Val Va3 -_70z2 Voz3 •Voz3 J
Substituting equation (28) into equation (29) gives
_-# + _, b_+ 4 b_b_+_i
Lb3b_+ _3_ _,3h+ _3_ b_+ _ J
(30)
The matrix [Sel] can be evaluated by using equa-
tion (30) to obtain
[Sel]--[ff(Vai.Vo_j)dxdy =A[Vai.VoLj]
(31)
[Tel ] = [j/aia j dx dy (32)
The matrix [Tel] hasbeenevaluatedby Silvester
(ref.6) andisgivenin a simple form as
[Tel ] = A 2
1
(33)
The matrices [Sell and [Tel ] axe evaluated for each
element and are assembled over the entire region
according to the global node numbering to obtain
a global matrix equation (ref. 1) as follows:
IS] [_b] = kc2 IT] [¢] (34)
This results in matrices of the order n x n where n
is total number of nodes. With equations (30), (31),
and (33), the eigenvalue equation (eq. (34)) is solved
for kc2 by the standard eigenvalue solvers from the
EISPACK library (refs. 7 and 8). The cutoff wave
numbers axe then given by v/k 2.
2.1.3. Field Computation From Scalar Potential
Once the scalar potential is calculated at every
node, the electric field can be calculated for both the
TE and TM modes by the following formulation. The
scalar potential at any point (x, y) inside a triangular
element is given by
3
¢ =Z¢i_i(x,y ) (35)
i=l
These scalar potentials can be differentiated with
respect to x and y to obtain the following expressions:
0¢ 1 3
0"--_= 2---Ai_l.=¢ibi (36)
0¢ 1 3
Oy -- 2A E ¢ici (37)
i=1
For the TE modes, the transverse electric field com-
ponents Ez and E v inside an element are given by
Ez- 0¢ (38)
0y
(9¢ (39)
When obtaining the scalar potential for the TM
modes, the scalar potential is set to zero on PEC
4
walls of the waveguide to satisfy the Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions for the longitudinal electric field com-
ponent. A very simple way of implementing this is to
ignore the nodes on PEC while forming finite element
matrices. This will result in lower order matrices for
the TM case than those for the TE case. Once the
scalar potential is obtained, the transverse electric
fields for the TM modes axe given by
Ex = -ZoTM0! (40)
Ox
Ev= -Z TM O¢- (41)
Oy
where Z TM is the characteristic wave impedance for
the TM mode.
2.1.4. Numerical Examples
A computer code HELM10 was written to imple-
ment the formulation presented in section 2.1. The
flowchart for the implementation of the FEM solu-
tion is given in figure 3. Numerical examples for the
rectangular waveguide, the circular waveguide, and
the coaxial line are given as follows:
Rectangular waveguide: The cutoff wave numbers
kc of a rectangular waveguide calculated by using
HELM10 are presented in table 1 along with ana-
lytical results from reference 9. The geometry of the
rectangular waveguide (ar/br = 2) is shown in fig-
ure 4. The numerical results presented are achieved
with 400 triangular elements over the cross section
of the waveguide. The eigenvectors for some of the
modes have been calculated and the electric fields of
the corresponding modes are plotted in figure 5.
Waveguide geometry ]
COSMOS I(mesh generator)
HELMIO
(FEM code)
Eigenvalues _ TECPLOT/AVSfield distribution
Figure 3. Flowchart for FEM solution.
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Figure 4. Geometry of rectangular waveguide.
Circular waveguide: The cutoff wave numbers for
a circular waveguide of unit radius were calculated
with HELM10 and compared with analytically avail-
able data from reference 9. (See table 2.) A cross
section of the circular waveguide is shown in figure 6.
Two hundred triangular elements have been used to
model the geometry. The eigenvectors of selected
modes have been calculated and the electric fields of
these modes are plotted in figure 7.
Coaxial line: The cross section of the coaxial line
is shown in figure 8. The HELM10 program is used to
calculate the cutoff wave numbers and corresponding
electric field strength of higher order TE and TM
modes. A triangular mesh with 340 elements has
been used to model the geometry. Table 3 presents
the cutoff wave numbers computed for r2/r 1 -- 4 by
HELM10 and the analytically available cutoff wave
numbers in the literature (ref. 10). For TM modes
the potential on the inner and outer conductors is set
to zero. The transverse electric field components are
calculated and plotted in figure 9.
Table 1. Cutoff Wave Numbers for Rectangular Waveguide
TE
10
20
01
11
12
21
TM
11
12
21
kca_
Analytical (ref. 9)
3.142
6.285
6.285
7.027
12.958
8.889
HELMIO
3.144
6.308
6.308
7.027
13.201
8.993
Table 2. Cutoff Wave Numbers for Circular Waveguide
Mode
TEol
TEn
TEl2
TE21
TE22
TM01
TMn
TM12
TM21
TM22
kcr
Analytical (ref. 9)
3.832
1.841
5.331
3.054
6.706
2.405
3.832
7.016
5.135
8.417
HELM10
3.858
1.843
5.379
3.068
6.688
2.413
3.854
7.136
5.210
8.668
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Figure 5. Electric field distribution of some modes for rectangular waveguide.
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Figure 6. Cross section of circular waveguide.
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Figure 7. Electric field distribution of some modes for circular waveguide.
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Table 3. Cutoff Wave Numbers for Coaxial Line With r2/rl = 4
Mode
TEll
TE21
TE31
TMot
TM11
kcrl
Analytical (ref. 10)
0.411
0.752
1.048
1.024
1.112
HELM10
0.412
0.754
1.055
1.030
1.120
x
Figure 8. Cross section of coaxial line.
2.1.5. Summary
In section 2, a nodal-based two-dimensional finite
element method has been described for homogeneous
waveguides using Calerkin's technique. The proce-
dure outlined here is valid for any arbitrary cross
section of the waveguide filled with homogeneous ma-
terials. The HELM10 computer program gives the
cutoff wave numbers and the transverse electric field
components for any mode of propagation in such a
waveguide. Examples of a rectangular waveguide, a
circular waveguide, and a coaxial line are presented
to validate the computer code. Accuracy of the nu-
merical results depends on the number of elements
used to represent the geometry.
2.2. Inhomogeneous Waveguides--Vector
Formulation
For inhomogeneous wavegnide problems, the
scalar potential approach is not applicable if one is
interested in the dispersion characteristics of the
waveguide. For this a vector finite element approach
has to be followed. Unfortunately, the nodal-based
finite element method when applied to the vector
wave equation results in nonphysical or spurious
solutions, which are generally attributed to the lack
of enforcement of divergence condition. (See refs. 2
and 11.) Many attempts have been made to avoid
these spurious modes by different variations of the
nodal-based finite element method. Fortunately, a
revolutionary approach has been discovered recently.
This approach uses the so-called "vector basis" or
"vector elements," which assign degrees of freedom
to the edges rather than to the nodes of the element.
For this reason they are popularly referred to as
"edge elements."
Although the edge elements were first described
by Whitney (ref. 12) 35 years ago, their importance
in electromagnetics was not realized until the late
1980's (ref. 3). In section 2.2, we describe the for-
mulation of the finite element method for vector
wave equation using edge elements. This formula-
tion, in general, follows the one given by Lee, Sun,
and Cendes (ref. 13). But instead of attempting to
solve the dispersion problem right away, we use the
following steps to build the edge element formulation:
° Solve for the homogeneous waveguide prob-
lem by using two-component transverse vector
fields
2. Solve for the generalized waveguide problem
by using three-component vector fields
3. Solve for the wave number ko when the prop-
agation constant _ is specified
. Solve for the propagation constant fl of any
generalized wavegnide for a given frequency of
operation
8
!l|l
(a) TEll mode.
(c) TE3t mode.
(e) TMll mode,
(b) TE21 mode.
,,t e" i s • , " - - " " , ' • • "
(d) TM01 mode.
(f) TM21 mode.
Figure 9. Electric field distribution of some modes for coaxial line,
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2.2.1. Solution of Homogeneous Waveguide
Problem With Two-Component Transverse
Vector Fields
For a homogeneous waveguide, the propagating
modes can be divided into transverse electric (TE)
or transverse magnetic (TM) modes, which can be
solved separately. For the TE mode Ez = 0, the
transverse electric field vector Et satisfies the vector
wave equation
and for the TM mode Hz = 0, the transverse electric
field vector Ht satisfies the vector wave equation
where #r and Er are the permeability and permittiv-
ity, respectively, of the material in the waveguide.
In this section, we illustrate the procedure for the
TE mode and the same procedure can be applied
for the TM mode, except the Neumann boundary
conditions are applied at PEC boundaries instead of
the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
2.2.1.1. Formulation. For the TE mode, recon-
sider the wave equation (42), which is
0
Dot multiplying equation (42) by a vector testing
function Tt and integrating over the cross section of
the waveguide, we get
F
(44)
From the vector identities,
Tt.(Vt ×A) = (EXt xTt).A-Vt.(2r_ xA) (45)
(Tt × A). _ = -Tt . (_ × A) (46)
and the divergence theorem,
/Vt. (Tt × A) ds =/(Tt × A). _ dl (47)
F dF
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equation (44) can be written in weak form as
/ l (vt × Tt) . (Vt × Et)ds -- k2¢r // Tt . EtdsI-tr
F F
dF
(48)
On a perfect electric conducting (PEC) boundary,
the contour integral vanishes as Tt is set to zero to
satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Hence, for
all the problems closed by PEC walls, the last term
on the right-hand side of equation (48) is set to zero.
Thus, the final equation can be written as
//_r (Vt x Tt)" (Vtx Et)ds = k2c¢r //Tt " Et ds
F F
(49)
2.2.1.2. Discretization. The finite elements used
in section 2.1 are scalar and have unknown parame-
ters, the values of the scalar field at the nodes of the
element. Nodal-based finite elements are not suitable
to represent vector fields in electromagnetics, as the
boundary conditions often take the form of a specifi-
cation of only the part of the vector field that is tan-
gent to the boundary. With nodal-based elements,
the physical constraint must be transformed into lin-
ear relationships between the Cartesian components,
and at nodes where the boundary changes direction,
an average tangential direction must be determined
first. These are very difficult (if not impossible) to
implement in nodal-based finite elements. The fail-
ure to implement proper conditions results in spuri-
ous modes which are nonphysical.
The most elegant and simple approach to elimi-
nate the disadvantages of the nodal-based elements
is to use edge elements. Edge elements are recently
developed finite element bases for vector fields. With
edge elements, only the tangential continuity of the
vector fields is imposed across the element bound-
aries. The advantages of edge elements are as follows:
1. The edge elements impose the continuity of
only the tangential components of the electric
and magnetic fields, which is consistent with
the physical constraints on these fields.
2. The interelement boundary conditions are
automatically obtained through the natural
boundary conditions.
3. The Dirichlet boundary condition can be eas-
ily imposed along the element edges.
i1 | I
Y(x2,Y2)
ey
__ _ 3(x3,Y3)
et2
X
Figure 10. Configuration of tangential edge elements.
4. As the edge elements are chosen to be diver-
gence free, the spurious nonphysical solutions
are completely eliminated.
For a single triangular element shown in figure 10,
the transverse electric field can be expressed as a
superposition of edge elements. The edge elements
permit a constant tangential component of the basis
function along one triangular edge while simultane-
ously allowing a zero tangential component along the
other two edges. Three such basis functions over-
lapping each triangular cell, provide the complete
expansion (ref. 11):
3
Et = _ etmWtm (50)
m=l
where
Wtm = Ltrn(OliVtc_j - o_j'_Tto_i) (51)
(_i is the first-order shape function associated with
nodes 1, 2, and 3 defined by equation (15); and Ltm
is the length of edge m connecting nodes i and j, that
is, explicitly, the basis functions representing edges 1,
2, and 3 with coefficients etl , et2, and et3 written as
Wtl =- Ltl(CqVtc_2 - o_2VtOtl) (52)
Wt2 ----Lt2(a2Vta3 - ol3Vta2) (53)
Wt3 = Lt3(a3Vtoq - alVtOl3) (54)
The three unknown parameters are etm. It can be
shown that
ttm "Et = etm (on edge m) (55)
A
where ttm is a unit vector along edge m in the
direction of the edge; for example,
t'tl ---_ (x2 -- xl)_ q- (Y2 -- Yl)Y
Ltl
for edge 1 connecting nodes 1 and 2. In other words,
etm controls the tangential field on edge m. Later
Vt • Wtm = 0 is verified and hence the electric field
obtained through equation (50) satisfies _7 t • Et = 0,
the divergence equation, within the element. There-
fore, the finite element solution is free of spurious
solutions.
With the use of the simplex coordinates as de-
fined by equation (15), the basis function given by
equation (51) can be written as
Wtm -- _[(Am + Brny)._ + (Cm + Dmx)_] (56)
where
Am = aibj - ajbi
Bm= cibj - cjbi
Cm --- aicj - ajci
Dm= bicj - bjci = -Bin
(57)
(5s)
(59)
(60)
From equation (56), Vt -Wtm = 0, which results in
a divergenceless electric field; that is, Vt • Et = 0.
2.2.1.3. Finite element formulation. Substituting
equation (50) into equation (49) for a single triangu-
lar element gives the following equation:
3
--_ /f E (Vt × Wtn) " (At × Wtn)etm ds
A m=l
3
: k2cgr // E (Wtm" Wtn)etm d8
A m=l
(n = 1, 2, 3) (61)
where A indicates the integration over the triangular
element. By interchanging the integration and sum-
mations, equation (61) can be written in a matrix
form as
[Sel] [et] = kc2[Tel] [et] (62)
Hence the finite element matrices for a single element
are given by
1//[Sel] = Iz---_ (Vt × Wtm) " (Vt × Wtn)ds (63)
A
and
[Tell = :r ff(Wtm" Wtn) ds (64)
A
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These element matrices can be assembled over all
the triangles in the cross section of the waveguide to
obtain a global eigenmatrix equation.
[S][et] = k 2 [T] [et] (65)
2.2.1.3. Finite element matrices. Closed-form
expressions for integrals in equations (63) and (64)
can be written as
If LtmLtn Dm Dn(Vt x Wtm) " (Vt x Wtn) ds = 4A-----5-
A
(66)
and
Wtm'Wt_) ds = _(Itl+It2+It3+h4+Its) (67)
where
Itl = l (AmAn + CinCh)f/dxdy
A
(6S)
It2= l(CmDr__ +CuDm)//xdxdy (69)
A
It3= A(AmBn + AnBm) //ydxdy (70)
A
It4 -- A (BmBn) // y2 dxdy (71)
A
1 (DmDn)//x 2 dx dy (72)h5 = X
A
These equations can be reduced further by the
following integration formulas for integrating over a
triangle given in reference 14:
Ifl = (AmAn + CinCh) (73)
/t5 _ --
It2 = (CmDn + CnDm)Xtri (74)
h3 = (AmBn + AnBm)Ytri (75)
12 y/2 + 9_t2ri (76)
2 952ri (77)
12 xi +
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2.2.1.5. Numerical examples. A computer pro-
gram HELMVEC was written to solve the eigenvalue
problem presented in section 2.2.1. Numerical data
computed with this program for a rectangular wave-
guide and a circular waveguide are given as follows.
Rectangular waveguide: The cutoff wave numbers
of an air-filled rectangular waveguide (shown in fig. 4,
ar/br = 2) were calculated with the procedure in sec-
tion 2.2.1 (HELMVEC) and are presented in table 4
for both the TE and TM modes along with analyt-
ical data from reference 9. Four hundred triangular
elements have been used to represent the geometry.
Table 4. Cutoff Wave Numbers for Rectangular Waveguide
kcar
Mode Analytical (ref. 9) HELMVEC
TE mode
TEIo
TE2o
TE3o
TEoI
TEn
TE21
TE31
TE02
3.142
6.285
9.428
6.285
7.027
8.889
11.331
12.571
3.140
6.274
9.396
6.274
7.024
8.897
11.339
12.497
TM mode
TM11
TMt2
TM13
TM21
TM22
TM2a
TM31
TM32
7.027
8.889
11.331
12.958
14.055
15.710
19.117
19.877
7.024
8.889
11.340
12.902
14.044
15.757
18.906
19.728
Circular waveguide: The cutoff wave numbers for
an air-filled circular waveguide (Radius = 1) were
also computed by HELMVEC and compared with
analytically calculated values from reference 9. These
results are presented in table 5 for both the TE and
TM modes. The waveguide geometry is represented
by 200 triangular elements.
2.2.2. Inhomogeneous Waveguide Problems
Using Three-Component Vector Fields
In this section, a generalized approach for find-
ing the cutoff frequencies of inhomogeneously filled
waveguides is described.
lJ i
Table5.CutoffWaveNumbersforCircularWaveguide
kc
Mode Analytical (ref. 9) HELMVEC
TE mode
TEol
TEll
TEl2
TEl3
TE2o
TE21
TE22
TE23
3.832
1.841
3.054
4.201
7.016
5.331
6.706
8.015
3.834
1.846
3.070
4.192
7.002
5.332
6.620
8.178
TM mode
TMlo
TMII
TM12
TM13
TM2o
TM21
TM22
TM23
2.405
3.832
5.136
6.380
5.520
7.016
8.417
9.761
2.416
3.831
5.155
6.358
5.508
7.054
8.403
9.644
and equation (81) can be written in its weak form by
following equations (2) through (7) to obtain
1 (VtTz VtEz) ds = // ds-- • k_2Cr TzEz (83)
F F
where the testing function is T = Tt + _Tz.
2.2.2.2. Discretization. As the vector Helmholtz
equation is divided into two parts, vector-based tan-
gential edge elements can be used to approximate
the transverse fields, and nodal-based first-order
Lagrangian interpolation functions can be used to
approximate the z-component. From equation (50),
which is
3
Et _ E etmWtm
m=l
where m indicates the mth edge of the triangle and
Wtm is the edge element for edge m. The testing
function Tt is chosen to be the same as the basis
function in equation (50) (shown above); that is,
Tt -- Wtm. The z-component of the electric field
can be written as
2.2.2.1. Formulation. This generalized approach
can be followed by using either the E or H field. We
will illustrate the case for the E field. The vector
wave equation for E is given by
= (84)
i=1
Here i indicates ith node and a i is the simplex
coordinate of node i as given in equation (15). Also
the testing function Tz is chosen to be the same as
the basis function in equation (84); that is, Tz = aj.
The electric field can be written as
E = Et + $Ez (79)
Hence equation (78) can be divided into two parts--
one consisting of the transverse electric fields and the
other, the z-component of the electric field--that is,
"_t X(_r_t xEt)-k2c_rEt-=O (80)
Vt" 1VtEz + k2cerEz = 0 (81)
ttr
Equation (80) can be written in its weak form as
F r
(82)
2.2.2.3. Finite element .formulation. Substituting
equations (50) and (84) into equations (82) and (83),
respectively, we can get the following equations:
31//
_r E (Vt × Wtm) " (Vt × Wtn)etm d8
A rn=l
2
= k2_r off E (Wtrn" Wtn)etm d8
A m=l
(n = 1, 2, 3) (85)
3
1 E ezi//(Vtai ' Vtaj) dxdy
_r i=1 A
3
i=l A
aiajdxdy (j=1,2,3) (86)
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By interchangingthe summationandintegrationin
equation(85),thesetwoequationscanbecombined
to bewritten in amatrix formas
0
Hencetheelementmatricesaregivenby
i //(Vt x Wtm)" (Vt x Wtn )ds (88)Sea) =
A
1 //(Vai " Vaj) dx dy (89)S'el(z) = #Z
A
Tel(t ) = er ff(Wtm Wt )ds (90)
A
Tel(z ) = er //aic_j dx dy (91)
A
These element matrices can be assembled over all
the triangles in the cross section of the waveguide to
obtain a global eigenmatrix equation:
(92)
Circular waveguide: The cutoff wave numbers for
an air-filled circular waveguide (Radius = 1) are also
computed and compared with analytically calculated
values. These are given in table 7.
Table 6. Cutoff Wave Numbers for Rectangular Waveguide
_car
HELMVEC1 for--
Mode Analytical (ref. 9) E H
TE mode
TEl0
TE20
TE30
TEol
TEll
TE21
TE31
TEo2
3.142
6.285
9.428
6.285
7.027
8.889
11.331
12.571
3.142
6.274
9.396
6.274
7.024
8.897
11.339
12.497
3.144
6.308
9.511
6.308
7.024
8.897
11.340
12.772
TM mode
TM11 7.027 7.072 7.207
TM21 8.889 8.995 8.993
TM31 11.331 11.541 11.537
TM02 12.571 12.498 12.772
Table 7. Cutoff Wave Numbers for Circular Waveguide
kc
HELMVEC1 for--
2.2.2.4. Finite element matrices. The finite ele-
ment matrices shown in equations (88) through (91)
are already derived in the previous sections. Equa-
tion (88) is given by equation (66), equation (89) by
equation (31), equation (90) by equation (67), and
equation (91) by equation (33).
2.2.2.5. Numerical examples. A computer pro-
gram HELMVEC1 was written for the three-
component vector formulation to calculate cutoff
wave numbers of waveguides with arbitrary cross sec-
tions. Numerical data computed with HELMVEC1
for a rectangular waveguide and a circular waveguide
are given as follows.
Rectangular waveguide: The cutoff wave numbers
of an air-filled rectangular waveguide (shown in fig. 4,
ar/br = 2) are calculated with the procedure in sec-
tion 2.2.2 (HELMVEC1) and are presented in table 6
along with analytical data from reference 9. In the
present formulation, it is not required to calculate
eigenvalues separately for TE and TM modes. Both
E and H formulations result in almost identical nu-
merical results.
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Mode Analytical (ref. 9) E H
TE mode
TE01 3.832
TEn 1.841
TEl2 3.054
TEI3 4.201
TE20 7.016
TE21 5.331
TE22 6.706
TE23 8.015
TM mode
TMlO
TMn
TM12
TM13
TM20
TM21
TM22
TM23
2.405
3.832
5.136
6.380
5.520
7.016
8.417
9.761
3.798 3.891
1.869 1.875
3.092 3.172
4.258 4.084
6.899 6.912
5.426 5.226
6.653 6.746
7.930 8.116
2.481 2.439
3.798 3.891
5.228 5.183
6.507 6.335
5.493 5.551
7.490 7.410
8.591 8.449
9.769 9.804
-I ! E-
2.2.3. Wave-Number Determination ]or Given
Propagation Constant
A generalized approach for finding the wave
number ko is described for a given propagation
constant/3.
2.2.3.1. Formulation. Again the same approach
as used earlier can be followed by using either the
E or tt field. We illustrate the case for the E field,
which is the same for the H field. The vector wave
equation for the E field is given by
)V× _ ×E -k2erE=0 (93)
where E = (Ez_ + Ev_ + Ez2) exp('j_z). By doing
the curl-curl operation and separating the transverse
from the longitudinal components, equation (93) can
be divided into two equations and rewritten as
Vt × Vt×Et - #-_
(94)
-l[vt. (VtEz + j/3Et)] = k2_rEz (95)
ttr
and Et --= Ex_ + Eye. Separate /3 from ko2 and to
have real-valued matrices introduce the scaling
Et = --Et (96)
/3
Ez-
J
Then equations (94) and (95) can be written as
(97)
Vtx VtxEt +#-_
1-[Vt • (VtEz + Et)] = k2ocrEz (99)
ttr
To apply Galerkin's method to equations (98)
and (99), multiply equation (98) with the testing
function Tt and equation (99) with the testing func-
tion Tz and integrate both the equations over the
cross section of the waveguide F; that is,
f12 " Et)] ds// [Tt " Vt x ( _rVt x Et) + -_r(Tt " _tEz + Tt
r
= k_o_,ff T_. E, e_ (100)
F
1 //Tz[V,.(VtEz+E,)]ds=k2Er//TzEzd s#r
F F
(lOl)
With the vector identities
A-(VtxB)=(Vt×A).B-Vt-(AxB) (102)
tt f f
]] Vt'(AxB)ds= /(AxB)'_dI--=-IA'(_xB)d/
./
F dr dr
(103)
Vt. fA = A- Vtf+ f_T,- A (104)
f f vt • Ads = f A. _dl (105)
F dr
equations (100) and (101) can be written in their
weak form as
1//c(Vt x Tt). (Vt x Et) + (_2Tt. VEz + fi2Tt-Et)] ds
F
=k2e, //Tt.E, ds-l /Tt.(_xqxEt)ds (106)
F dr
1 f/(VtTz • VtEz + VtTz" Et) ds#r
F
// 1/= k2oer TzEz ds + --#r
F dF
(T, OEz )x \ On + Tz£_" Et ds (107)
If the waveguide boundary dF is assumed to be
perfectly conducting, then Tt = 0 and Tz = 0 on
dF. Hence, the line integrals on the right-hand side
of equations (106) and (107) can be neglected. Mul-
tiplying equation (107) with/32 for the sake of sym-
metry, equations (106) and (107) can be rewritten
as
#r
F
+(fi2Tt . VEz +132Tt . Et)] ds
= k2Cr//rt • Et ds
F
(108)
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tt--7 (VtTz " VtEz + VtTz" Et) ds
F
// T_E22= ko_ er ds (109)
F
2.2.3.2. Discretization. As the vector Helmholtz
equation is divided into two parts, vector-based tan-
gential edge elements can be used to approximate
the transverse fields, and nodal-based first-order
Lagrangian interpolation functions can be used to
approximate the z-component. From equation (50),
which is
3
Et -- E etmWtm
rn_--1
where rn indicates the ruth edge of the triangle and
Wtm is the edge element for edge m. The testing
function Tt is chosen to be the same as the basis
function in equation (50); that is, Tt = Wtm. The
z-component can be written as
3
Ez = E ezi°q
i=l
(This equation is eq. (84).) Here i indicates ith node
and cti is the simplex coordinate of node i as given in
equation (15). Also the testing function Tz is chosen
to be the same as the basis function in equation (85)
(given above); that is, Tz = ai.
2.2.3.3. Finite element formulation. Substitut-
ing equations (50) and (84) into equations (108)
and (109), respectively, integrating over a single tri-
angular element, and interchanging the integration
and summation give
13//
mE 1 (Vt x Wtm)" (Vt × Wtn)etm ds
= A
+ ]_2 _-_//(wtrn'_7_j)ezjds_r_=1A
_2 3
+ -_r mE1// (Wtm "Wtn)et rods
= A
3
rn=l A
(n = 1,2,3; j = 1,2,3) (110)
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#r = (YOgi " Vaj)ezi ds
' kl/+ -- (Wai "Wtn)etn
#r i=l A
3
= k2 E/32er//aiaJ ezi ds
i=1 F
(j = 1,2,3; n = 1,2,3)
ds
(111)
Subscripts for (_ indicate node numbers and sub-
scripts for Wt indicate edge numbers. Equa-
tions (110) and (111) can be written in matrix form
as
:sol(.)
.&l(zt) Set(z,)
(112)
The element matrices are given by
OZel(tt) _-- 1//(Vt x Wtm)" (Vt x Wtn) ds
A
,2//+ -- (Wtm • Wt,0 ds#r
A
(113)
 2ffSel(tz) =-- /.t-_ (Wtr n • VC_j) ds
A
(114)
 2ffSel(zt) = #--_ (Vai - Wtn) ds
A
(115)
 2ffSel(zz) = #-7 (Vai • Vaj) ds
A
(116)
Tel(tt ) = gr f/(Wtrn • Wtn) ds (117)
A
ff
Tel(zz) = _2e r//aia j ds (118)
A
These element matrices can be assembled over all
the triangles in the cross section of the waveguide to
obtain a global eigenvalue equation as follows:
Szt &zJ[ezJ o[ 0 T_ ez
:I71 !
2.2.3.4. Finite element matrices. Closed-form
expressions are derived for the finite element matri-
ces in equations (113) through (117). From equa-
tions (66) and (67),
Sel(U) = #--_-[_ DmDn + _ Itk (120)k--1
With equations (73) through (77) and the proce-
dures in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the remaining ele-
ment matrices are derived as follows:
Sel(tz) -
Sel(zt) = _
f12 Ltm [bj(Am + BmYtri)+ cj(Cm ÷ Dmxtri)]#r 8A 2
(121)
f12Ltn
]Zr _-_[bi(An + BnYtri)+ ci(Cn + Dnxtri_
(122)
f12 bibj + cic j (123)
Sel(zz) = #r 4A
Ltm Ltn 5
Tel(it)= ¢r _ E Irk (124)
k=l
Tel(zz ) = fl2er A (m = n)
o ) (125)= A (m #
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2.2.3.5. Numerical example. A computer pro-
gram HELMVEC2 was written to calculate the wave
number of any generalized waveguide structure for a
given propagation constant. To check the validity of
the procedure, the first 10 wave numbers with fl = 10
for LSM modes of a partially filled square waveguide
(fig. 11) have been obtained by HELMVEC2 and
compared with the available results in the literature
(ref. 15). (See table 8.) The geometry is modelled by
72 triangular elements.
------- L _1
Er = 1.0
mm
L/2
Lf2
m
x
v
Figure 11. Partially filled square waveguide.
Table 8. Wave Numbers for LSM Modes of Square
Waveguide With fl = 10
koL
Mode HELMVEC2 Hayata et al. (ref. 15)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
8.815
9.443
10.35
11.141
11.2890
11.4246
12.146
12.5894
12.8237
12.9987
8.8093
9.3896
10.2752
11.103
I1.2677
11.4501
11.9882
12.6686
12.8092
12.9575
2.2.4. Dispersion Characteristics of Waveguides
This section is simply an extension of sec-
tion 2.2.3. The finite element equations are re-
arranged to obtain fl when the operating frequency
(or the wave number) is specified.
2.2.4.1. Formulation. The weak form derived in
section 2.2.3.1 can be rearranged and equations (108)
and (109) can be written as
_1// //
--_ (Vt x Tt)" (Vt x Et) ds - k2o¢r Tt" Et ds
F F
-- Tt • VtEz ds + Tt • Et ds
#r
F F
(126)
fi2 f12
#--_ f f VtTz . VtEzds + -_r _ VtTz "
F F
= k2ofl erf/T Ez &
F
Et ds
(127)
2.2.4.2. Discretization. As the vector Helmholtz
equation is divided into two parts, vector-based tan-
gential edge elements can be used to approximate
the transverse fields, and nodal-based first-order
Lagrangian interpolation functions can be used to
approximate the z-component. From equation (50),
which is
3
Et = _ etmWtm
m=l
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wherem indicatestheruth edgeof the triangleand
Wtm is the edgeelementfor edgem. Thetesting
functionTt is chosen to be the same as the basis
function in equation (127); that is, Tt = Wtm. The
z-component is written as
3
Ez = E ezi°_i
i=l
(which is eq. (84)). Here i indicates ith node and
ai is the simplex coordinate of node i as given in
equation (15). Also the testing function Tz is chosen
to be the same as the basis function in equation (50)
(given above); that is, Tz = ai.
2.2.,_.3. Finite element formulation. Substitut-
ing equations (127) and (50) into equations (125)
and (126), respectively, integrating over a single tri-
angular element, and interchanging the integration
and summation give
1 3
--_r mE1//(Vt x Wtrn) " (_t x Wtn)etrn
= A
3
× ds - k_o_ _rff(wtm-Wt_)e_m ds
m=l A
1 3= -132 --_r m__l //(Wtrn " Vaj)ezj ds
A
1±// ]+ #---_ (Wtm" Wtn)etm ds
m=l A
(n = 1,2,3; j = 1,2,3) (128)
#--_ = (Vai- Vaj)ezi ds
+ -- (Vai" Wtn)etn ds
#r -_
3
=/32 E k2°¢r // °_iajezi ds
i=1 A
(j 1,2,3; n = 1,2,3) (129)
Subscripts for a indicate node numbers and sub-
scripts for Wt indicate edge numbers. Equations (84)
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and (128) can be written in matrix form as
0][::]: 1
(130)
The element matrices are given by
1 //(Vt × Wtrn) (_t X Wtn) dsSel(tt) = #r
A
-- k2Er //(Wtm" Wtn) ds (131)
A
Tel(tt) = ¢r //(Wtm " Wtn) ds (132)
A
//rel(tz) = #--_ (Wtm" Vaj) ds (133)
A
Tel(zt) = it---_ (Vai - Wtn) ds (134)
A
// //Te_(zz)= _ (W_. W_) d_- ko2_r _¢ d_
A A
(135)
These element matrices can be assembled over all
the triangles in the cross section of the waveguide to
obtain a global eigenvalue equation.
[_t 0 etO][ez].=(__2)[TTit t Ttz et
2.2.4._. Finite element matrices. Closed-form
expressions are derived for the finite element matri-
ces in equations (130) through (134). From equa-
tions (66) and (67),
1 LtmLtn (Sel(tt) = ¢tZ _ DmDn- 5)]
k=l
(137)
With equations (73) through (77) and the proce-
dures in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the remaining ele-
ment matrices are derived as follows:
1
_-_[bj(Am + BmYtri)Tel(tz) -- ptr
Jr cj(Cm 'b Drnxtri)] (138)
Tel(zt) -- #r [bi(An -t- BnYtri)
+ ci(Cn + Dnxtri] (139)
-J1_ I
1 bibj + cicj (140)
Sel(zz) = #r 4A
5
LtmLtn E Itk (141)Zel(tt) = _r 16A-'----_
k=l
122 }_ bi + ci 2 ATel(zz) - Pr 4-A + k°¢r-6 (i--j)bibj +cicj 2 A
-- + koer_- _ (i _ j)#r 4A
(142)
2.2.4.5. Numerical examples. A computer pro-
gram HELMVEC3 was written to calculate the
dispersion characteristics of inhomogeneously filled
waveguides. For the first example for a partially filled
rectangular waveguide with br/ar = 0.45, d/br -- 0.5,
and er = 2.45 shown in figure 12, the values of _/ko
are calculated and compared with analytical results
given by Harrington (ref. 9, p. 161). The numeri-
cal results are presented in table 9 as a function of
ar/)_o. The rectangular waveguide for this first ex-
ample is modelled by 100 triangular elements.
Table 9. Dispersion Characteristics of Partially
Filled Rectangular Waveguide of Figure 12
Z/ko
br/)_o Analytical (ref. 9) HELMVEC3
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.48
1.00
1.18
1.26
1.30
0.47
1.01
1.17
1.28
1.35
b r
2
Figure 12. Partially filled rectangular waveguide with
br/ar = 0.45, d/br = 0.5, and er = 2.45.
For the second example for a partially filled rect-
angular waveguide with br/ar = 0.45 and er = 2.45
shown in figure 13, the dispersion characteristics were
also calculated and compared with those given by
Harrington (ref. 9, p. 162). The numerical results are
presented in table 10. The rectangular waveguide for
this second example is also modelled by 100 triangu-
lar elements.
d
d r
Y
t
_x
Figure 13. Partially filled waveguide with br/ar -- 0.45 and
eT = 2.45.
2.2.5. Summary
In section 2.2, a detailed formulation for vector
finite elements for two-dimensional eigenvalue prob-
lems in electromagnetics has been presented. Edge
elements are used to impose divergence free condition
on fields and hence the nonphysical modes (ref. 2),
which plagued vector finite elements for many years
are avoided. When assembling the global matrices
from element matrices with edge basis functions, a
unique global edge direction is defined to ensure field
continuity across all edges. The basis function is mul-
tiplied by -1, if the local edge vector does not have
the same direction as the global edge direction. The
numerical examples presented show the validity and
accuracy of the analyses and computer codes, respec-
tively. Both the formulation and the computer codes
are valid for any arbitrarily shaped waveguides filled
with inhomogeneous materials.
3. Three-Dimensional Problems
3.1. Eigenvalues of Three-Dimensional
Cavity--Vector Formulation
The problem of calculating resonant frequencies
of three-dimensional cavities has been plagued by
spurious modes for many years. As mentioned in sec-
tion 2.2, this problem has been recently overcome by
using vector-based tangential edge elements (refs. 15
and 16). In section 3.1, we formulate the Galerkin
finite element method for three-dimensional cavities
and present results for various shapes of cavities.
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Table10.DispersionCharacteristics of Partially
Filled Rectangular Waveguide of Figure 13
/_/ko
_r/Ao Analytical (ref. 9) HELMVEC3
d/ar = 0
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.03
0.52
0.70
0.79
0.83
0.88
d/ar = 0.167
0.04
0.56
0.71
0.78
0.83
0.87
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.21
0.60
0.72
0.82
0.88
0.91
0.18
0.59
0.74
0.81
0.87
0.90
d/ar = 0.286
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.51
0.78
0.90
0.99
1.03
1.10
d/ar = 0.375
0.44
0.74
0.88
1.05
1.03
1.09
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.68
0.91
1.05
1.13
1.20
1.25
0.66
0.90
1.03
1.11
1.18
1.23
d/ar = 0.5
0.4 0.40
0.5 0.90
0.6 1.10
0.7 1.20
0.8 1.25
0.9 1.30
1.0 1.35
d/ar=0.6
0.42
0.89
1.09
1.19
1.24
1.31
1.35
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.70
1.02
1.18
1.23
1.31
1.38
1.41
0.67
1.03
1.19
1.27
1.33
1.37
1.40
d/ar = 0.8
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
0.90
1.18
1.29
1.38
1.41
1.43
1.44
0.91
1.18
1.30
1.37
1.42
1.44
1.47
3.1.1. Formulation
This formulation can be followed by using either
the E or H field. We illustrate the E field formula-
tion. Consider the vector wave equation,
V X x E - k2oerE = O (143)
where
E = Ex_ + Ey_ + Ez_
Introduce a testing function T : Tz_ + Ty_ + Tz2.
To apply Galerkin's method, multiply equation (143)
with T and integrate over the volume of the cavity v:
(144)
With the vector identity,
A.(VxB)=(VxA)-B-V.(AxB) (145)
equation (144) can be written as
V V
+/f/V.[Tx(1V×E)]dv (146)
v
Invoking the divergence theorem
v S
(147)
and
(A x B). _ = -A- (_ × B) (148)
where v indicates the integration over the volume of
the cavity, S indicates the integration over the outer
surface of the cavity, and _ is the outward unit vector
normal to the surface, equation (146) becomes
f /j(V × T) "(1V x E) dv = k2oE_f // T" Edv
7J 7J
(149)
For a cavity bounded by perfectly conducting
electric conductor, the field as well as the testing
function T has to be zero on the outer surface; hence,
-TIi-
thelasttermontheright-handsideofequation(149)
vanishes.Equation(149)canbewritten in its final
formas
//(V×T).(1Vx E)dv= k2Er///T.Edv (150)
_J V
3.1.2. Discretization
The volume of the cavity is discretized by us-
ing first-order tetrahedral elements such as the one
shown in figure 14. The first-order tetrahedron has
four nodes and six edges. The six edges are formed
as shown in table 11.
[ e6
2-- e2
Figure 14. First-order tetrahedral element.
Table il. Formation of Edges of Tetrahedral Element
Edge, m
Node
The electric field in a single tetrahedrai element
is represented as
6
E-- E emWm (151)
m=l
The six unknown parameters associated with each
edge are el, e2, ..., e6. The total field is obtained by
evaluating equation (151).
The vector tangential edge elements W m are
given by (ref. 3)
Wm= Lm(c_tiVc_tj - atjVc_ti) (152)
In equation (152), m stands for edge number, i and
j stand for the nodes connecting edge i, Lm is the
length of the edge m, oti and otj are the simplex
coordinates associated with nodes i and j.
The simplex coordinates for the nodes of a tetra-
hedron element are given by Silvester and Ferrari in
reference 1
v1
Oltl _- _-
½
Olt2 = _-
V3
olt3 = -_-
¼
O_t4 = _-
where V is the volume
(153)
(154)
(155)
(156)
of the tetrahedron given by
1 xl Yl Zl1 x2 Y2 z2
V = 1 x3 Y3 z3
1 x4 Y4 z4
(157)
1 x y z
1 x2 Y2 z2
V1 = 1 x3 Y3 z3
1 x4 Y4 z4
1 xl Yl Zl
i 1 x y z
V2 1 x3 Y3 z3
1 x4 Y4 z4
1 x I Yl Zl
1 x2 Y2 z2
V3 1 x y z
1 x4 Y4 z4
(15s)
(159)
(160)
1 x 1 Yl Zl
1 x2 Y2 z2
V4 = 1 x3 Y3 z3
1 x y z
(161)
For any node (i = 1,2,3,4), v_ti is given by
ati + btix +ctiY q- dtiz
°iti = 6V (162)
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whereati, bti, c4/, and dti are appropriate cofactors
picked from the determinants in V1, V2, V3, and V4
for m -- 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. From equa-
tions (152) and (162), the edge elements are given
as
Lm
Wrn = 3-g-_[(Axm + Bxmy + Cxmz)_
+ (Ay_ + B_mx + Cymz)_
+ (Azm + Bzmx + Czmy)$] (163)
where
Azm = atibtj - atjbti (164)
Sxm = ctibtj - ctjbti (165)
Cxm = dtibtj - dtjbti (166)
Aym = atictj - atjcti (167)
Bym = btictj - btjcti -- -Bxm (168)
Gym = dtictj - dtjcti (169)
Azm -- atidtj - atjdti (170)
Bzm = btidtj - btjdti -----Cxrn (171)
Czm = ctidtj - ctjdti = -Gym (172)
Also Wm can be shown to satisfy the condition,
1 (edge m) } (173)
_rn " Wm= 0 (other edges)
where tm is the unit vector along the direction of the
edge.
3.1.3. Finite Element Formulation
Substituting equation (151) into equation (150),
integrating over the volume of one tetrahedral ele-
ment, and interchanging the summation and integra-
tion give
1 _///(V x Win)(Vx Wn)emdv
_r m=l •
6
= E fff(wm. Wn)e dv
rn=l •
(n= 1,2,...,6) (174)
where A indicates integration over the volume of
tetrahedron. This can be written in matrix form as
[semi[e]= ko2ITem][el (175)
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where the element matrices are given by
[Sell= (176)
###
[Tell= er ///(Wm'Wn) dv (177)
These element matrices can be assembled over all the
tetrahedral elements in the cavity volume to obtain
a global eigenmatrix equation,
[S] [eI = ko2 [W] [e] (178)
To ensure field continuity across all edges, a
unique global edge direction is defined (i.e., always
pointing from the smaller node number to the larger
node number) so that equation (151) has to be mul-
tiplied by -1, if the local edge vector does not have
the same direction as the global edge direction.
The electric field is zero on the PEC bound-
aries. It is imposed by taking the coefficients of equa-
tion (151) as zeros. In other words, the edges on the
boundary are simply ignored when forming the finite
element matrices and hence reducing the order of the
matrices to be solved.
3.1.,_. Finite Element Matrices
The aim of this section is to obtain closed-form "
expressions for equations (176) and (177). From
equation (163),
V x Wm -
and hence
Lm
1-_2 (Czmx -I- CxmY -t- Byron)
Lm Ln
(v x (v × - (18v2) 
(179)
x (CzmCzn + CxrnCxn + BymByn) (180)
From equations (176), (177), and (180), and mak-
ing use of the integration formulas given in refer-
ence 18, the closed-form expressions for element ma-
trices are given as
LmLn
Sel - 324V3# r (CzmCzn + CzmCxn + BymByn)
(181)
Lm Ln 10
Tel = er 1296V3 _ Ik (182)
k=l
where
I1 = AxmAzn + AymAyn + AzmAzn
I2 = (AvmBvn + AynBym + AzmBzn + AznBzm)Stet
13 = (AxmBzn + AxnBzm + AzmCzn + AznCzrn)Ytet
I4 = (AzmCzn + AxnCzm + AvmCyn + AvnCym)'Stet
I5 = -_(BzmCzn + BznCzm) xiyi + 16XtetYtet
I6 = lzu(BzmC_ n + BznCxm) YiZi + 16_tet_tet
I7 = 1Lu(BvmCy n + BvnCym) xizi + 16Xtetgtet
Z
Figure 15. Air-filled rectangular cavity. Size: 1 by 0.5 by
0.75 cm.
Y
_0 2 16_t2etI8 = (ByrnBvn + BzmBzn) x i +
I9 = 20 (BxmBzn + CzmCzn) y2 + 16_t2et
I10 = _-_(CxmCzn + Cymeyn) z? + 16_t2et
3.1.5. Numerical Examples
A computer program FEM3D0 was written to cal-
culate the eigenvalues of a three-dimensional cavity.
For a three-dimensional problem, the number of vari-
ables increases drastically compared with those for a
two-dimensional problem. Hence it is not economi-
cal to use a generalized eigenvalue solver. The pro-
gram FEM3D1 was written to take advantage of the
sparse nature of the finite element matrices. This
program exploits the symmetry of the matrices and
stores only the nonzero entries in the lower triangle
of the matrices; hence, considerable savings in mem-
ory result. It also makes use of the sparse eigenvalue
solvers available in VECLIB (ref. 19) and results in
faster computation.
The following numerical examples have been
taken from Chatterjee, Jin, and Volakis (ref. 17), in
which the resonant wave numbers for various three-
dimensional cavities have been calculated by using
a different kind of edge elements. The analytical re-
sults mentioned here are also taken from reference 17.
Air-filled rectangular cavity: The eigenvalues of
an air-filled rectangular cavity (shown in fig. 15)
Figure 16. Half-filled rectangular cavity with dielectric mate-
rial Cr = 2.0 and filled from z = 0.5 to 1 cm. Size: 1 by
0.1 by 1 cm.
were calculated by FEM3D1 and are presented in
table 12. The cavity geometry is represented by
343 tetrahedral elements.
Table 12. Eigenvalues of Air-Filled Rectangular Cavity
ko, cm -1
Analytical FEM3D1
Mode (ref. 17) (343 elements) Reference 17
TElol
TMllo
TE011
TE201
TElll
TM111
TM21o
TEl02
5.236
7.025
7.531
7.531
8.179
8.179
8.886
8.947
5.242
6.942
7.372
7.560
8.064
8.164
8.725
8.871
5.213
6.977
7.474
7.573
7.991
8.122
8.572
8.795
Half-filled rectangular cavity: A half-filled (filled
from z = 0.5 to 1 cm) rectangular cavity with
dielectric material _r = 2.0 is shown in figure 16.
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The eigenvalues were calculated by FEM3D1 and
are presented in table 13. The cavity geometry was
modelled with 615 tetrahedral elements.
Table 13. Eigenvalues of Half-Filled Rectangular Cavity
Mode
WEzl01
TEz201
TEzI02
TEz301
TEz202
TEzI03
Analytical
3.538
5.445
5.935
7.503
7.633
8.096
ko, cm -1
FEM3D 1
(615 elements)
3.524
5.401
5.931
7.382
7.562
8.003
Reference 17
3.534
5.440
5.916
7.501
7.560
8.056
Circular cylindrical cavity: The eigenvalues of an
air-filled circular cylindrical cavity (shown in fig. 17)
were calculated by FEM3D1 and are presented in
table 14. The geometry of this cavity was represented
by 633 tetrahedral elements.
Figure 17. Air-filled circular cylindrical cavity. Dimensions
are in centimeters.
Table 14. Eigenvalues of Air-Filled Circular
Cylindrical Cavity
ko, cm -1
FEM3D 1
Mode Analytical (633 elements) Reference 17
TMolo
TElll
TEll1
TMllo
TMllo
TMoll
TE211
TE211
4.810
7.283
7.283
7.650
7.650
7.840
8.658
8.658
4.782
7.210
7.290
7.575
7.620
7.901
8.676
4.809
7.202
7.288
7.633
7.724
7.940
8.697
8.865
Spherical cavity: The spherical cavity geometry
was represented by 473 tetrahedral elements. The
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eigenvalues, calculated by FEM3D1, are presented in
table 15. The spherical cavity had a radius of 1 cm.
Table 15. Eigenvalues of Spherical Cavity
With Radius of I cm
Mode
TMolo
TMolo
TMolo
TMo21
TM121, even
TM121, odd
TM221, even
TM221, odd
TE0o11
TEll1, even
TEll1, odd
ko, cm -1
Analytical
2.744
2.744
2.744
3.870
3.870
3.870
3.870
3.870
4.493
4.493
4.493
FEM3D1
(,173 elements)
2.799
2.802
2.807
3.961
3.976
3.986
3.994
3.998
4.421
4.478
4.501
Reference 16
2.799
2.802
2.811
3.948
3.986
3.994
4.038
4.048
4.433
4.472
4.549
3.1.6. Summary
In section 3.1, vector finite elements introduced in
section 2.2 are extended to solve three-dimensional
eigenvalue problems by using tangential edge basis
functions for tetrahedral elements. Spurious solu-
tions are completely avoided because of the diver-
gence free nature of the edge elements. Sparse matrix
eigenvalue solvers are used to take advantage of the
sparsity and symmetry of the finite element matrices;
this results in considerable savings in computer mem-
ory and computational time. The numerical results
presented for cavities with different shapes prove the
validity of the analysis and accuracy of the computer
codes presented in this section.
4. Concluding Remarks
A thorough formulation of FEM for various eigen-
value problems in electromagnetism has been pre-
sented. The use of recently developed edge basis
functions for vector finite elements has been demon-
strated for two-dimensional and three-dimensional
problems. Triangular elements for two-dimensional
problems and tetrahedral elements for three-
dimensional problems are used to model complex geo-
metrical shapes because of their ability to represent
such shapes accurately.
Implementation of conventional nodal-based
scalar formulation for two-dimensional homogeneous
problems is demonstrated in section 2.1. The com-
puter code developed can be used to calculate the
:V| l-
eigenvalues and field intensity patterns of any ar-
bitrarily shaped waveguide filled with homogeneous
material. The numerical results for various wave-
guides and the field intensity patterns for various
modes have been presented in section 2.1 which show
the validity of the analysis and computer code. Sim-
ple waveguide shapes have been chosen for demon-
stration purposes because their field distributions are
well known.
In section 2.2, the two-dimensional edge basis
functions for triangular elements are introduced to
model transverse vector fields in waveguides. For
waveguides or microwave circuit design problems in
general, knowledge of a propagation constant at a
given frequency is desirable. A step-by-step formu-
lation is done to determine either the wave number
or the propagation constant, if one of them is spec-
ified. Numerical examples are presented to validate
the analysis and the computer codes.
Since real problems involve three-dimensional ge-
ometries, a formulation for the calculation of eigen-
values for such geometries is presented in section 3.
The three-dimensional edge basis functions are in-
troduced for tetrahedral elements. Numerical exam-
ples for various geometries are presented. Compari-
son of the numerical data with the available data in
the literature shows the validity and accuracy of the
analysis.
For the three-dimensional problems, the number
of variables increases drastically compared with those
for the two-dimensional problems. In the three-
dimensional computer codes, sparsity of FEM matri-
ces have been exploited by storing only the nonzero
elements and symmetry is utilized by storing only
either the upper or lower part of the matrices. The
sparse matrix eigenvalue solvers are used to efficiently
solve the FEM equations.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
October 3, 1994
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Appendix
Computer Programs
Computerprogramswerewritten to implement
the analysispresentedin this report. All the pro-
gramsarewritten in FORTRANlanguage.These
programstake *.MOD file containingthe meshing
informationfromCOSMOS/M(ref.4). Alsothese
computerprogramsmakeuseoftheoptimizedlibrary
routinesof EISPACK(refs.7 and 8) and VECLIB
(ref. 18) on the CONVEX computer.
HELM10 is a two-dimensional finite element pro-
gram to calculate the eigenvalues of homogeneously
filled waveguides. This program implements the
analysis described in section 2.1.
HELMVEC is a two-dimensional finite element
program to calculate the eigenvalues of homo-
geneously filled waveguides. Unlike HELM10, this
program uses the vector basis functions and imple-
ments the analysis presented in section 2.2.1.
HELMVEC1 is a two-dimensional finite element
program to calculate the eigenvalues of inhomo-
geneously filled waveguides. This program imple-
ments the three-component vector field formulation
discussed in section 2.2.2 and makes use of edge basis
functions for transverse fields and scalar basis func-
tions associated with nodes for longitudinal fields.
HELMVEC2 is a two-dimensional finite element
program for finding out the wave number of an in-
homogeneously filled waveguide when the propaga-
tion constant is specified. This program implements
the formulation presented in section 2.2.3.
HELMVEC3 is a two-dimensional finite element
program for determination of propagation constant
of an inhomogeneously filled waveguide at any fre-
quency. This program implements the formulation
given in section 2.2.4.
FEM3D0 and FEM3D1 are three-dimensional fi-
nite element programs to calculate the eigenvalues
of inhomogeneously filled cavities. These programs
implement the formulation presented in section 3.1.
FEM3D0 uses the EISPACK (refs. 7 and 8) routines,
whereas FEM3D1 exploits the sparsity and symme-
try of FEM matrices and uses VECLIB (ref. 19)
routines.
These computer programs are available on request
from
Information and Electromagnetic Technology
Division
Electromagnetic Research Branch
M.S. 49O
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton VA 23681-0001
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